
COVER SETUP

Please setup your cover on a single page separate from inside pages

Save you cover as one page PDF file. 
You can include cropmarks but no other marks are nessasary.

SETUP OF INSIDE PAGES

Because pages move slightly when printed and also during the binding
process we advise to set up your document as described below
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FRONT COVERBACK COVER

Height of front cover is around 5mm

larger then height of your single page

(the same goes for back cover)

Width of front cover is around 5mm

larger than the width of your single page

(the same goes for back cover)

Hinge area (to open the cover) is

usually around 8-18mm (we advise

to keep it clear of any text or logos)

Spine width will depend on amount of sheets inside

(around 100 pages printed double sided

will have a spine of around 10mm)

An extra area of 20mm is required to produce the cover

(much of it will disappear once the cover is made)

Printed Hard cover
Sewn binding with printed & laminated hard cover (Hardback)

Printed Soft cover
Glued & sewn binding with printed & laminated soft cover (Perfect binding, Paperback)

FRONT COVERBACK COVER
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Spine width will depend on

amount of sheets inside the book

(around 100 pages printed double sided

will have a spine of around 7-10mm)

Add a bleed area of at least 3mm

Width and height of front cover is

the same size as your single page

(the same goes for back cover)

This should be the first page inside (after the cover)

and this the last page inside
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We advise to keep text at least 15-20mm

away from binding edge

Finished page size

We also advise to keep text at least 5mm

away from the edges of your page

Please setup a Bleed area of

at least 3mm all around
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Save your inside pages as single page PDF file (not spreads).

Include bleed area if you have set it up as described above.
You can include cropmarks but no other marks are nessasary.
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